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Ongoing validation of the UC model by performing case 
studies of specific UC at the interviewed companies.
Validation of the UC model by external architects.
A prototype of the Knowledge GRID.

The use case model enables improvement of the
quality of software architecture in the following ways:

Less expensive system evolution. 
Enhanced stakeholder communication. 
Improved intrinsic characteristics of the architecture.
Extended architectural reusability. Reuse of architectural decisions.
Extended traceability between requirements and architectural models. 
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Summary

User-Goal

Subfunction

Identify key 
architectural decisions 

for a specific 
stakeholder

Maintainer Architect

Get consequences of 
an architectural 

decision

Remove 
consequences of a 

cancelled architectural 
decision

Inform affected 
stakeholders

Conduct a trade-off 
analysis

Evaluate consistency 

Check for superfluous 
architectural decisions

Cleanup the 
architecture

Recover architectural 
decisions

Identify affected 
stakeholders on 

change

Check implementation 
against architectural 

decisions

Reuse architectural 
decisions 

Conduct a risk analysis

Identify 
incompleteness

View change of 
architectural decisions 

over time

Retrieve an 
architectural decision

Add an architectural 
decision

Evaluate impact of 
architectural decision

Detect patterns of 
architectural decision

      dependencies

Project
Manager

Identify the subversive 
stakeholder

Assess design maturity

Architecture 
Reviewer

Perform incremental 
architectural review

Check correctness

Identify important 
architectural drivers

Perform a review for a 
specific concern

Legend The color of the use cases correspond with the 
originating industrial needs 

One proposed way to advance the quality of Software 
Architecture is through architectural decisions: they 
reduce Architectural Knowledge (AK) vaporization.

Problem: Who uses architectural decisions and how?

We propose a knowledge management system, a 
Knowledge GRID, which contains AK. Using this 
system, the problem is reformulated:

Problem: Who uses the Knowledge GRID and how?

Solution: identify industrial needs and create a use 
case model for a Knowledge GRID

Interviewers

GRIFFIN QUESTIONNAIRE
Introduction of yourself
1) Can you describe your role and responsibilities within the organization?
2) Can you give an estimate on what percentage of your time is spent on activities related to 
architecture? Examples include capturing architectural knowledge, communicating architectural 
knowledge to stakeholders, et cetera.
3) With what kind of stakeholders in the architecting process do you interact most?
Architecture
1) For the sake of clarity: what is your definition of “(software) architecture”? Does this definition 
differ from the generally accepted definition within your organization?
2) Can you describe the software design process, and the place the architecture takes in it?
3) Are architectures kept up-to-date during evolution? What techniques are used in keeping the 
architectures up-to date?
4) For what stakeholders are architecture documents created? What are (generally spoken) the most 
important stakeholders?
5) Are tools, methods, templates, or architectural description languages (ADLs) used in constructing 
an architecture?
6) Are you satisfied about the way these tools, methods, templates, or ADLs are being utilized 
during the architecture construction process? Can you mention any improvement points?
Architectural knowledge
1) What architectural decisions are documented, and how? 
2) Can you quantify the impact of Architectural Knowledge that is lost / not present / too implicit? 
Can you give examples?
3) Could you provide a top-3 list of burdens in modeling architectures? What are your ideas on this?
Your architectures of today and in the past
1) What are the most important quality characteristics of your architecture (or architectures)?
2) What kind of solutions do you provide in your design? Do you reuse certain solutions (e.g. 
architectural patterns) in your architectures?
3) (If possible to mention commonalities): With what kinds of design aspects do you deal explicitly 
in your architectures? Examples of design aspects include interfaces, error handling, execution 
architecture, data consistency, and robustness.
4) From what sources do you obtain information for these design aspects?
5) Is there a topic on which you foresee a big change in the use of architectures in the future?
A. Architecting in daily practice
1) How is the availability of architectural information planned, managed, and reviewed?
2) What will be (in your opinion) a big change in the architect’s job in the future?
3) Looking back on the last few years, what would you reckon as a significant step forward in 
architecting support?
4) How would you prepare for this?
5) How is this change planned?

Questionaire Interview

Guides

14 different people of 4 Companies

Project
Manager

Find relevant information in large 
architectural descriptions

Add architectural decisions, relate 
them to other architectural knowledge

Search architectural decisions and the 
underlying reasons

Identify what knowledge should 
minimally be made available to let 

developers work effectively

 Identify the changes in architectural 
documentation

Identify what architectural decisions 
have been made in the past, to avoid 

re-doing the decision process

Reuse architectural decisions

Keep architecture up-to-date during 
development and evolution 

Get an overview of the architecture

Software
Architect

Architecture
reviewers

Software
Engineers
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Identify unresolved 
concerns for a specific 

stakeholder

Keep up-to-date
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